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ION KINETIC-ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS AND ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS IN Ar/OJRF GLOW DISCHARGES
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INTRODUCTION

Low-pressure rf glow discharges of electronegative gases are widely

used in the etching of thin films. ThesE! ga..es form negative ions

by electron capture that inftuence the physical properties of glow

discharges. lIowever, beeau$(! the negative ions are trapped by the

positive potential of the bulk pla..ma, direct detection is difficult 111.

This experimental difficulty has limited the number of investigations

related to negative ions in rf glow discharges, thus preventing a thor-

ough understanding of the role of negative ions in etching plasma...

As an alternative to the direct detection of negative ions, we have

undertaken a study of the effects of negative ions on various plasma

parameters. Previous measurements have shown that the addition

of small amounts of an electronegative gas to an argon plasma causes

substantial changes in the kinetic-energy distributions of Ar+ ions

sampled from the discharge 121. We have utilized a mass spectrom-

eter with an ion energy analyzer to systematically investigate thE!

effects of varying the oxygen concentration in an argon/oxygen dis-

charge on the kinetic energies of positive ions sampled from the

plasma. Analysis of the trends in the distributions as the O2 con-

tent is varied provides a more complete picture of the effects of an

electronegative gas on the rf plasma characteristics. This type of

investigation also has implications for understanding the effects of

impurities in the etching process.

Kinetic-energy distributions for Ar+, Art, Ar++, ot, and 0+ ions

sampled from argon/oxygen plasmas produced in a parallel plate rf

reactor are presented. The oxygen content of the feed gas was \"Uied

from 0-20~ while the pressure and applied rf voltage were held

constant_ The effects of the varying oxygen content on the voltage

and current waveforms acros.. the plasma were also determined.

EXPERIMENTAL

AD experiments were pt'rformed using a GEe- rf Reference Ct"D

whose characteristics have been described elsewhere (3-5). Driefty,

the electrode configuration is symmetric, with two IO.2-cm diameter

aluminum electrodes with an interelectrode spacing of 2.54cm. RF

power (at 13.56Mllz) is capacitively conpled to the \owu elect~ode

through a 0.1 pF blocldng capacitor white the upper electrode is

grounded. AD experiments were pedonned using 99.999% argon

and 99.9 ~ oxygen supplied through ash_head Jaole arrangement

in the upper electrode. The feed gas mixtures were supplied &om

the oatput of two mass low CQIItroDen. An data preseated in this

pap« were obtained b a total pressure of 13..3 Pa aad aa 8ppliaI

rf "'tap of 200 V (peak-to-pealt).

00- fJoc:troooGCooor--

The mass-spectrometer apparatus is a Vacuum Generators SXP300-

CMA system (6) which consists of a cylindrical mirror ion-energy

analyzer (7) coupled to a 300 AMU quadrupole mass spectrometer.

Ions were sampled via a 200,.m aperture through a grounded stain-

less steel cone into the differentially pumped region of the analyzer.

The ions were coDected from the side of the plasma at a point in

line with the edge of the electrodes and equidistant between the

electrode faces.

Ion energy distributions were obtained by tuning the mass spec-

trometer to a particular mass and then scanning the energy of the

ions entering the energy analyzer. An energy resolution of 0.5eV

was maintained over the entire enerfa' range scanned. Corrections

to the ion kinetic-energy scale for an energy shift caused by surface-

charging effects in the sampling cone were made based upon the ob-

served kinetic-energy threshold for Ar+ from an argon discharge (8).

Voltage and current waveforms were measured at the base of the

powered electrode using a 300 Mllz digital osciUoscope and 200 MHz

voltage and current probes. The Fourier components of the voltage

and current across the plasma were then calculated uacing a simple

circuit model to correct for the stray impedance of the discharge

ceD. The model, consisting of a single parasitic inductance in series

with the plasma and a single parasitic capacitance in parallel, has

been described in detail elsewhere (4).

RESULTS

Ion Kwtir.-EneTgY Distributions

The kinetic-energy distributions for Ar+ ions sampled from a range

of argon/oxygen plasma.. are presented in Fig. 1. For pure argon,

the kinetic-energy distribution is similar to those published pre\'i-

ously (21. The broad distribution !Lnd the secondary maxima are

a result of charge-exchange colli..ions that occur as the Ar+ ions

are accelerated from the bulk plasma to the grounded surface of

the sampling cone (8-10). When a small amount of oxygen (2%)

is added to the plasma, the maximum kinetic enerf:Y increases and

the shape of the distribution changes for higher energy ions. These

changes indicate modifications of the characteristics of the sheath.

As the oxygen eontent increa._ beyond ~, the maximum kinetic

enerf:Y decreases, and a dear progression in the secondary maxima

towards lower ~ is obser¥ed.

rlple 2 shows the kiaetic__ercr distributions for Idt ions sam'

pled from the __ upa/oxrr.-,a-a.. No8tndant Is ob8erwd

fa tlae8edistri1nItions becaue tIae8eioa8 an! created by 1ow-eaerQ,

tta-body ~ fa the bulk of the ,r-a, aacI do DOtape-

rieac:Iesipfficaateollisiou _ daeru- the8Iaeath.Asthe
CIII:J&aCI08telat.. laaeued, the wl..lI18kiaedcmerp. edu"bit
. tftad IimiIar to t1at oII8enei b 1.1+. It Is 8bo ewWeatfrom
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Fi~ure I. Ar. kinetic-enuu disttibutions as a function of ar~on con-
centt..tion in An Arr,on/ox,~en rf ~Iow disch..r~e. Oxy~en concentrations
r..n~e from 0 to 14%.
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Fi~ure 2. Art kinetic-enerll1 distributions as .. function of ar~on con-
centrAtion in An Arr,on/ox,r,en rf «low dischAfl\e. Oxyleft concentrations
r..n~e from 0 to 14%.

Fig. 2 that the intensity of the observed Art signal decreases with

incre ing oxygen content, but at .. rate that L. not proportional to

the oxygen concentration. When the oxygen content is 14 'Jr., tbe

intensity of the Art peak bas been reduced by more tban a factor of

7. This reduction in signal intensity caunot be explained by a sim.

pie dilution argument, and suggesb tbat chauges bave occurred in

tbe plasma tbat adversely affect the focmation process, or that the

mecbao.isms for tbe destruction of Art bave become more significant

as tbe oxygea content inaeases.

Tbe kjnetic-energy distnoutions for Ar++ are .ihown in Fig. 3. The

distributions exhibit secondary maxima. tbat are a result of Ar++

production in tbe sheath by ~h-energy electron collisions 18). As

the oxygm conteDt changes, the Ar++ distribatiou exhibit energy

shifts that are similar to those ob8erYed for Ar+ and Art. How-

eftf, the most significant chaage is the decrease ia obserYed signal

intensity for the ArH ioa as tbe oxygen cooteDt is increased fnno

o to 2". This 85" decr_ in Ar++ iatensity IDdicates a signifi.

cant redactioa IDtbe Dumber of bip-eaergy eIectroas p_t IDthe

discharse.
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The kjnetic.energy distributions for ot ions are sbown in Fig. .. for a

series of ugon/axygen plasmas witla oxygen ~eentrations ranging

from 2-14 %. For a 2 % oxygen concentration, tbe ot kjnetic-energy

distribution is uarroW and featureless, similar to the Art distribu-

tions in Fig. 2. This is due to tbe fact that, for low oxygen concen-

trations, most of the collisions experienced by tbe ot ions are witb

argon atoms, and the kjnetic energy of tbe ions is not signific&l!tly

affected by these collisions. Thus, since tbe ot ions are created pri-

marily in tbe bulk plasma and since tbe kjnetic energy of the ions

are not significantly affected by collisions, the kjnetic-energy distri-

bution is representative of tbe average sheath potential experienced

by the ion as it is accelerated toward the sampling cone. However, as

the oxygen concentration increases, the number of ot 102 collisions

increase, aud tbe large resonant charge-exchange cross section for

oxYgen I11J allows formation of ot ions that initially have "zero"

(thermal) kinetic ener~ies in the sheath. This affects sil!:nificantly

the mea..."red kinetic-energy distributions for Orions by causing

broadening of tbe distribution and the forma.tionof s«on.lary max-

ima, similar to that observed for Ar+ .

Atomic oxygen ions, 0+, are also observed in discharges contain-

ing oxygen and are primarily formed by dissociative ionization of

oxygen by high-energy electrons. Figure 5 shows kjnetic-energy dis-

tributions for 0+ ions sampled from plasmas with tbe same rauge

of oxygen concentrations as in Fig. 4. These distributions are broad

and bimodal in nature, and exhibit only a minor dependence on the

oxygen content. The bimodal structure indicates tbat 0+ is aeated

in both the sheath and in the bullc region of the plasma.. However,

the 0+ kinetic-energy distributions do not exhibit the same type of

secondary maxima tbat are apparent for other ions tbat are created

in the sheath, such as ot (at higher oxygen concntrations), Ar+,

and Ar++. This may be due to a "smearing out" effect that results

from the fact that 0+ ions are aeated with significaut initial kjnetic

energy in the dissociative ionization process (121-

It is also interesting to note that the intensities for 0 + ,like the ions

produced from argon, do not scale with the oxygen concentration.

However the intensity of th~ ot signal tracks the oxygen content

quite dosely.
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Figure.c. 0: kinetic-energy diurib..tiol1s as A (unction of oJ[)'g~ncon-
centr"tion in "n "r,on/oxYI;en rf ,10" discl."r,e.
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Ficure 5. O. kindic:-mc:rQ dt-.lrib"tions as a fundioo of OX""" coo-
centration in An arson/oxy"", rf K'- dj"d,,,,C".

Electrical Mmsuremmls

Figure 6 shows variations in plasma-rclated electrical param..ters

as a fundion of ox}.gen concentration. These electrical parametl'rs

were determined from voltage and cltrrent wa,..,forms measurrd at

the po red l'1<'Ctrode simltlt"nrously with the ion ener~. distrihlt.

tions presented in the pr..vious section. The r tlts of 6ve ",,'-efnrm

measurements were .,.eraged. \Vhil.. the magnih.d... .nd I'h...< of

the 6rst 6ve Fourier components wer.. c:alc..lated for the cltrrent Md

voltage ..aveforms occurring across the pl...<ma. only the ,.allt"" of

the fundamental coml'0nents are prt'Sented here. The maf!:nitudrs

of the higher ord..r volbge components were very s.nan. acmltnting

for less than 3% of the total mt"...<ltred voltage. The higher or,ler

current components ha,1 awognitades ranging from 15 to 70 lOA,

and exhibited trends similar to those olJl<CrVedfor the fundamental

current component as the oxygen concentration Wa.<varied.

As the oxygen con~tration incn'_ from 0 to 20%, the fund...

meatal "oItage component 8croa the pi_a (V I) exhibits" small

decrease ia amplitude, while the amplitude of the fundamental cur-

rent componerrt (II) decreases by 30%. TIre phase (~) bet_ VI

aad II iaobserYed todecreue by... r.i1I qaalitatiweapeemeatwith

model cab1atioas of electrwlegWwe piMmu (13). TIre powu cIis-

lipatedi1Ithe,a-.. ascalC1Ilated'- theareuared_.--.
i8creaad lipdy with Iarser mr.JPllCllDteat.

-

The .elf-bias volt:<ge (V.) exhibits the most dramatic ch"nges as

the gas concentrations are varied. As the oxygen content is changed

from 0 to 2%, V. changes from -87.3 to -80.4 volts. A decrease

in the ilbsolute magnitude of the self. bias potential is expectf'ct he.

cause the formation of oxygen nega.tive ions in the plasma. h a.n

eq'lalizing effect on the positive and negative charge-curier mobiLi.

tics. It is seen, however, that the bias potential slowly increases as

the oxygen concentration increases above 4%. The reason for this
latter trend is not understood.

DISCUSSION

rrevious work by Kohler et ..I. [141 indica.tes that the ma..'t.im'lm

kinetic energy observed in an energy distribution for a partic"la.r

ion roughly corresponds to the average sheath I'otential that the
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iOll traYelSeS before striking a surface. Figure 7 shows the maximum

kinetic energies (energy at which the ion ligna! vauishes at the high.

energy end o( the distribution) (rom the distributions presented in

Figs. 1-5 as a (unction o( ox}'gen COtIcentration. The maximum

energies o( Ar+. Art and Ar++ are all grouped within about leV

o( each other which is representative o( the reproducibility o( the

measurements. The maximum energies o( the ot ions lie slightly

above the argon ions. pl'rhaps due to less energy loss a.~ the ions

cross the sheath. The maximum energies (or 0+ are 2eV or more

above th<!S4!(or argon ions.

A simple model o( Kohl..r d al. (14) predicts the maximum kinetic

energy (cm..) o( an ion tra\"..rsinf!; a sheath to be approximately

Cm..",V1+V.2 (1)

Using the data (rom Figs. 6a and 6e. the results o(Eq. (1) are shown

in Fig. 1. While the values o( Em.. predjc~ed by Eq. (1) (all well be.

low the measured vaIues. the dependence upon oxygen concentration

is in qualitative agreement. and shows a direct correlation between

the electrical and ion-energy measurements. The differences in ab-

solute magnitudes o( E_. may be explained by the (act that the

simple model used to derive Eq. (1) ignores any resistive nature o(

the plasma and does not take into account the Iloating potential o(

the discharge. A detailed model is being developed to more accu.

rately represent the di..charge and to better predict the ion energies

(rom electrical measurements. In addition. this discrepancy may

also result (rom deliden"i in till' model o( stray impedance of the

cell, which is used to calculate V I. A more 50phisticated treatment

o( the ceO parasitics is bcing pursued (IS).

Signili"ant changes are obser\"CC1in all of the electrical parameters

and in the kinetic.en..rgy distribntions as the oxygen content of the

plasma (eed gas is increa.~. The largest incremental changes (or

all o( the data occur bet,, n the 0 and 2% oxygen concentrations.

These changes are most evident in the measurements o( V., I.. Vlo

and in the observed increa.~ in maximum kinetic energies (or Ar+.

Art, and Ar++. Thl' dramatic nature o( these changes caused by

adding small anlount. of 01 to an argon discharge indicat'!S the

importance o( understanding more (uOy the effects of electronegath'e

gases and ga.~-phase impurities on pla.~ma conditions.
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